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Stewart Ross

Timeliners is a historical series that sends the reader back into history! Each exciting book brings the past alive by linking key events to a fast-paced narrative.

Extent 48pp | Price £6.99 | Paperback

**Will No one Rid Me of this troublesome priest?**

When King Henry II furiously asks someone to rid him of Archbishop Thomas Becket, he did not know Reginald Fitzurse and his friends would take him literally. They immediately set out for Canterbury, determined to win the King's favour. Whatever the cost...

ISBN | 9781783226504

**Escape to victory**

When the French pilot Philippe Artus returns to base in his fighter aircraft, he finds the airfield in enemy hands. He flees to England where pilots are desperately needed to defend against invasion.

ISBN | 9781783226443

**The mystery of the masks**

Timon and his twin brother Philaeon are seriously proud of their father. He is a fine playwright, almost certain to win the top prize in Athens' great drama festival. But things start to go wrong. The man making the masks for the actors is found dead.

ISBN | 9781783226498

**Swim for your life!**

When Dumazid gets on the wrong side of the drunken bully Ku-Bau, there's trouble ahead. Ku-Bau accuses Dumazid of sorcery: plotting against him with an evil demon. The law is clear—a person accused of sorcery must be thrown into the River Euphrates to sink or swim.

ISBN | 9781783226436
Express Classics

- **Retold by Pauline Francis**

Express Classics is a fast-paced and accessible series that offers a quick way into a range of classic novels. Each story is a shortened, dramatically illustrated version of the original book and loses none of the strength and flavour of the original.


---

**Gone with the wind**

Gone with the Wind is set in the south of the United States mid-19th Century. The American Civil War is raging as the confident Scarlett tries to make her family’s cotton fields productive again. A remarkable tale of love and loss.

ISBN | 978-1-78322-6450

---

**Sense and sensibility**

When their rich stepfather dies, two women are left poor by the rules of inheritance. The family moves to a tiny cottage in Devonshire. There, the primary ambition is to find suitable, wealthy husbands. Interests include the dashing Willoughby, the vicar Ferrars, and the retired Colonel Brandon.

ISBN | 978-1-78322-6429

---

Reality Bites

- **Marian Hoefnagel**

WARNING! Books in this series are extremely cutting-edge YA fiction! Reality Bites is an uncompromising series disclosing the real lives of teenagers. They are fictionalized accounts of true life stories, featuring hard-hitting teen subjects such as anorexia, social media bullying, drugs, sex and relationships, broken families and teen aspirations. Can you take reality?

Extent 114 – 228pp | Price £10.99 | Paperback

---

**16 & Pregnant**

On her 16th birthday, Esther gets pregnant. With Joe, the coolest boy in school. What now? Isn’t she too young to have a baby? And what will Joe think of her when he hears she’s pregnant? Maybe Grandma’s wise words will help her make the right decision.

ISBN | 978-1-78322-6467

---

**Supermodel**

Supermodel is the story about Kiia, a tall, skinny, 14-year old girl. She earns loads of money. But then Kiia’s body changes. She is more full and round. And that’s not allowed for a model. Kiia doesn’t want to lose her glamorous life. So she starts to starve herself ...

ISBN | 978-1-78322-6481

---

**Monday Blues**

The Monday Blues is the story about a school band. In the summer holidays, the band go to the isle of Man to play gigs. The band members enjoy the performances, as well as camping. But are they also enjoying late-night drinking games?

ISBN | 978-1-78322-6474
Rebecca Hunter
A series that explains in simple terms the different roles of people who help us every day in the community.

- Specially commissioned colour photographs and a lively narrative make the books friendly and accessible for younger children
- Each book follows a real person through a typical day at work – what they do, why and the people they encounter

Extent 24pp | Price: £7.99 | Paperback
Rachel Blount

Foods we eat looks at some of the tasty foods we eat every day. With large colourful photographs you can enjoy learning.

Reading Age: 7-11 | Interest Age: 6-9 | Trimmed page size: 297 x 210 mm | Extent: 24 pages
Price: £9.99 | Paperback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foods</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bread</td>
<td>9781783881277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk and cheese</td>
<td>9781783881307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit and vegetables</td>
<td>9781783881284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>9781783881291</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Paul Humphrey

Into Space explores the exciting world of space and space exploration. With large and outstanding photographs it will take you to the most distant parts of our universe.

Reading Age: 8-11 | Interest Age: 6-9 | Trimmed page size: 297 x 210 mm | Extent: 24 pages

Price: £9.99 | Paperback
Great Discoveries is the perfect simplified introduction some of the Human race’s most amazing scientists and how they changed both our world and perceptions.

Each title is told in simple easy to understand language that will feature no more than one to two paragraph’s per page. Visual presentation will be a key element of the high interest in this series and additional “Fact Boxes” will feature on many spreads. The titles will also include a glossary of difficult words or terms plus an additional section on “quirky/memorable facts” on each discovery. The reading age will be approx 9 years.

Rights: World Rights available | Trimmed page size: 250 x 250 mm | Extent: 24 pages
Price: £9.99 | Paperback
GREAT INVENTIONS

Stewart Ross

Great Inventions is the perfect simplified introduction some of the Human race’s most key and exciting innovations.

Each title is told in simple easy to understand language that will feature no more than one to two paragraph’s per page. Visual presentation will be a key element of the high interest in this series and additional “Fact Boxes” will feature on many spreads. The titles will also include a glossary of difficult words or terms plus an additional section on “quirky/memorable facts” on each invention. The reading age will be approx 9 years.

Rights: World Rights available | Trimmed page size: 250 x 250 mm | Extent: 24 pages
Price: £9.99 | Paperback

Great Inventions - Printing
9781783881383

Great Inventions - Gunpowder
9781783881390

Great Inventions - Aeroplane
9781783881512

Twenty Projected Titles in the series:
DIEREN: VAN AAP TOT WALVIS

Dit boek staat vol verhalen over interessante, grappige, lieve, slimme, kunnen vermommen als vogelpoep? Dit en nog veel meer lees je in Dat kwallen niet kunnen zwemmen? En dat er spinnen zijn die zich zou zijn. En wist jij dat dolfijnen zichzelf in de spiegel herkennen? vast nog niet wist. Bijvoorbeeld dat er zonder bijen geen koffie of chocola gevaarlijke en bedreigde dieren. En je leert een heleboel dingen die je
It always seems impossible until it’s done.

In 1918, a boy named Rolihlahla was born in the countryside of South Africa. This boy would grow up to fight against discrimination and his country’s cruel system of apartheid. He would make many sacrifices. He would spend 27 years in prison for his beliefs. He would, however, go on to help end apartheid in South Africa and become president of his country. This is the incredible story of Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela.
The Dinner
An evening in Amsterdam and two couples meet for dinner. They need to discuss their teenage sons. The boys have committed a horrifying act that was caught on CCTV. They remain unidentified – except by their parents. How far will each couple go to protect their child? The Dinner is a gripping psychological tale of grief, shame, blame, doubt, and pride passed on from one generation to the next. This book will raise debates over many issues, including family values and political convictions.

Herman Koch, retold by Marian Hoefnagel
ISBN | 9781783224531

Untouchable
Abdel, an Algerian immigrant living in a Paris slum, applies for a job as carer to wealthy quadriplegic Philippe, so that he can continue to claim benefits. Despite his lack of qualifications, he lands the job because of his attitude. As Abdel reluctantly learns to move, feed, and clean Philippe, the two men discover a blunt but vital humour that not only bridges the cultural and class divide between them, but gives Philippe a renewed joy in life. This book challenges people’s perceptions of disability.

Philippe Pozzo Di Borgo, retold by Sonja Markowski
ISBN | 9781783220052

Anne Frank
Authorised by the Anne Frank Foundation as the official biography to celebrate the 80th anniversary of Anne Frank’s birth, this is the moving life story of the young Jewish girl who hid from the Nazis during World War II. This book is ideal for prompting class discussions and raising awareness of the Holocaust. Original photographs and newspaper articles.

Retold by Marian Hoefnagel
ISBN | 9781783220045
Graphic Shakespeare

» Retold by Hilary Burningham

The titles in the Graphic Shakespeare series are an ideal introduction to Shakespeare's plays, but can equally well be used as revision aids. The main characters and key events are brought to life in the simplified story and dramatic pictures, and the short extracts from the original plays focus on key speeches in Shakespeare's language. A portrait gallery of key characters provides an easy reference.

• An ideal way to explore the past
• Newspaper-style layout is great for drawing in more reluctant readers
• Vivid drawings capture the key events and figures
• New words and expressions that came into popular usage are detailed
• Features bibliography, glossary and index

Extent 64pp | Price £6.99

Excellent study guides - for teachers too!
The scene commentaries and characterisation notes are excellent. It has even helped by making me think of avenues into the text and wider contexts I had not yet considered. Highly recommended.

Amazon Review | 5 stars
Oliver Twist
Read the story of the orphan Oliver, who runs away from the workhouse only to be taken in by a den of thieves and to get caught up in the dark criminal underworld of London.

ISBN | 9781783220144

David Copperfield
David Copperfield tells the story of a young boy who is deeply affected when his widowed mother remarries. When his mother dies, David’s stepfather sends him to work in a London factory.

ISBN | 9781783220120

A Christmas Carol
Ebenezer Scrooge is a mean miser who lives alone and is nice to no one. One Christmas Eve, however, he is visited by the ghost of his old business partner, Marley, and is given a very important warning. Is it enough to persuade Scrooge to change his ways?

ISBN | 9781783220137

Great Expectations
The cold, misty Kent marshes – Pip, an orphan, is terrified when an escaped convict appears out of the gloom and threatens him. What will Pip do when he discovers he has come into riches – and will he ever find out who his benefactor is?

ISBN | 9781783220151

Graphic Dickens

Retold by Hilary Burningham
Graphic Dickens is a series of favourite Dickens titles retold in graphic format, with speech bubbles and simplified text. Ideal for drawing in readers who struggle with Dickens in the original form. The titles in this series use all the drama and excitement of the comic whilst introducing the storylines and characters from the Dickens stories.

- Simplified text
- Cutting-edge illustrations
- Perfect for introducing younger readers to the world of Charles Dickens

Extent 64pp | Price £8.99
Express Classics

Retold by Pauline Francis

Express Classics is a fast-paced and accessible series that offers a quick way into a range of classic novels. Each story is a shortened, dramatically illustrated version of the original book and loses none of the strength and flavour of the original.


- Retold rather than abridged, with biographical details of the original author
- Supports literacy requirements at KS2 and the English curriculum at KS3
- Also provides material for English presentations
- Will build reading stamina and arouse interest in full-text versions
- Includes an 8-page glossary
The Man with the Twisted Lip
Holmes and the police are investigating the disappearance of a businessman who was last seen at an opium den. They arrest a dirty, disfigured beggar called Hugh Boone who they believe has murdered Mr St Clair. However, several days later Mr St Clair’s wife receives a letter from her husband that forces Holmes and the police to reconsider the case.

ISBN | 9781783225385

The Sign of Four
Since her father vanished, Mary Marston has received a perfect large pearl – one a year for the last six years – and now a mystery letter telling her she is a wronged woman. Sherlock Holmes uncovers a tale of treachery and human greed that ranges from penal settlements on the Andaman Islands to the opium-fuelled violence of Agra Fort during the Indian mutiny.

ISBN | 9781783225361

The Speckled Band
On the night Julia died of ‘fright’, Helen had heard a low whistle and a clanging metal sound. Julia had cried out, “Oh, save me, Helen! It was the speckled band”. But what was she talking about? Helen has heard the same whistle in the dead of night and is sure she too is going to die. Holmes examines Julia’s room and discovers several key clues that will unlock this intriguing mystery.

ISBN | 9781783225354
Alone with Her

Tom is crazy-in-love with the beautiful Emma, but how can he get her to notice him? He sends her a text asking if she wants to go to the movies. But, by accident, he sends the message to her friend instead. Now she thinks that Tom likes her! Tom is worried and Emma is angry. How will Tom ever sort out this mess?

Mirjam Eppinga
ISBN | 9781783224272

On My Way

Davey is crazy about cars and wants to be a mechanic. He wants to take driving lessons, and that means he needs to get a part-time job to pay for them. But he gets fired from every new job he takes. Then he sees an ad—help needed at a bicycle repair shop. Will this be the first job he'll be able to keep?

Mirjam Eppinga
ISBN | 9781783224289

Secretly in Love

Meryl has liked Roy since they were at school, but he always had lots of girlfriends. She doesn't think she stands a chance, but then Roy appears at the circus where she works. Have they both been secretly in love with each other?

Johan van Caeneghem
ISBN | 9781783224685
The Last Bus
Daniel is celebrating with his football team. He's having a great time, but he has to take the last bus home. His friend Joe is too busy dancing with a girl so Daniel has to catch the bus on his own. He's so tired that he falls asleep and is woken by the driver who finds him when the bus reaches the garage. How will he get home now?

Mirjam Eppinga
ISBN | 9781783224258

Butterfly
Emily hates the ballet classes she's taking. When she meets Rae, a boxer, she decides to take boxing lessons too. Her trainer says she has talent and the other boxers call her 'butterfly' because of the way she dances around her opponents. When her parents discover her secret Emily is worried she won't be able to continue boxing...

Johan van Caeneghem
ISBN | 9781783224241

Into the Dark
Ben's sister is dead. She died in a motorbike accident when she was out with her boyfriend Michael. Ben wants revenge because Michael is still alive and seems to have completely forgotten the accident. One day Ben sees Michael standing next to his motorbike, talking to a girl. In a moment of madness Ben puts a knife to Michael's throat...

Johan van Caeneghem
ISBN | 9781783224265
Shots

Shots is a fantastic collection of four romance and four thriller short stories. This series provides a short, sharp shot of romance or thriller for readers fed up with vampires, magic and sci-fi!

- Great-looking series with lots of teen appeal, ideal for reluctant readers
- Strong storylines
- Each story contains approximately 1,500 words
- Perfect for in-class group work or home readers

Extent 48pp | Price £6.99

➤ Shots from the Heart

A Bird in the Hand
Immy is all dressed up to go into town and accidentally on purpose bump into Alastair! On the way, she discovers an injured bird. She can’t just leave it, but she doesn’t want to miss Alastair, either! Then Adam Green, the scruffy Goth, comes along...

Anne Rooney
ISBN | 9781783220205

Umbrella Fella
Donna and Katie are best friends but they both fancy Darren and end up having a fight over him. They decide to make a deal – first one to date Darren has to buy the other one a present. It’s pouring with rain and Donna has a plan.

Lorna Read
ISBN | 9781783220229

A Man in Uniform
Lauren’s mobile is snatched from her and she chases after the little thug! Mike, in his police uniform, runs to help. Lauren gets her phone back and gets a date with Mike! How can he explain himself when she sees him blowing up balloons for kids in the shopping mall?

Alex Stewart
ISBN | 9781783220236

Whatever Lily Wants
Lily is perfect and all the guys are after her. Her best friend Carla tends to live in Lily’s shadow and gets all her cast-off boyfriends. That is until she meets Rory, who points out that Lily isn’t so perfect after all!

Gillian Philip
ISBN | 9781783220212
Thriller Shots

Et Tu Brute
Kris hadn’t been himself since the fatal stabbing of a 15-year-old local boy. His friend, Joe Tucker, was charged with the murder and Kris was going to be a witness for the prosecution. Strange things began happening to Kris. Would this affect his testimony in the witness box?

Alan Durant
ISBN | 9781783220274

No Heroics
Michelle has a Saturday job at a local jewellery store. She’s in the office at the back when two masked gunmen enter the store. ‘Nobody move!’ one of them shouts. Michelle tries to call 999 on her mobile when one of the men discovers her and drags her out into the store. How can she get help now?

Liz Holliday
ISBN | 9781783220250

Port of Entry
To the casual observer, it looked like any other bottle of mineral water but the lethal virus, once introduced to one of Britain’s reservoirs, would cause thousands of deaths. Will Tariq Masood succeed in smuggling this sinister substance into the UK? And what happens when he’s offered a lift to London by a fellow passenger?

Alex Stewart
ISBN | 9781783220243

A Thousand Words
Georgia is on a mission – a mission to get her mother’s painting back. It certainly doesn’t belong to Oliviera, her mother’s ex-boyfriend! But Georgia’s plans are thwarted when she is spotted by Oliviera in his big mansion! And why does one of his security guards have a keen interest in the painting, too?

Gillian Philip
ISBN | 9781783220267
Yesterday’s Voices

Yesterday’s Voices gives older readers a manageable yet highly sophisticated, thought-provoking historical fiction series. Written as first-person narratives, these page-turning reads capture real-life events in no more than 500 words. Each book includes a spread that gives the reader the factual background to the historical theme or event explored in the story.

- High-interest, low-level historical teen fiction
- In full radical colour
- Exciting topics
- Engaging magazine-style covers

Extent 48pp | Price £7.99

Viking
In *Viking*, a young warrior tells his story and prepares to join the men of his tribe in battle. But his family hides a terrible secret. A secret that the young Viking is about to discover.

ISBN | 9781783225170

Samurai
Set in 16th-century Japan, *Samurai* follows one young man’s struggle to become a Samurai warrior.

ISBN | 9781783225187

Resistance Fighter
During World War II, thousands of resistance fighters risked their lives to fight a secret war in Europe. In *Resistance Fighter*, one woman tells her story.

ISBN | 9781783225156

A Dream of America
Set in the early 1900s, *A Dream of America* follows a young Polish immigrant as she experiences a horrifying journey by sea to New York.

ISBN | 9781783225163
Dee Phillips

**Yesterday’s Voices**

*£5.99*

They took my clothes.

They shaved my head.

I was given a prisoner number.

I was no longer a human!

**Holocaust**

Follow a Holocaust survivor as she relives the capture of her family, their journey to a concentration camp, and the years at the camp. The horror, the friends made, the hope...

ISBN | 9781783220076

**Over The Top**

This book follows a young soldier in the trenches of WWI as he thinks about his life back at home on the farm and prepares to go ‘over the top’...

ISBN | 9781783220076

**Titanic**

This title is about the maiden voyage of the *Titanic* in early 1912, following a passenger’s attempt to survive when the liner hits an iceberg in the freezing cold North Atlantic.

ISBN | 9781783220106

**Runaway**

*Runaway* is a story of a slave in America during the early 1800s, as she attempts to make her escape to a free state. This time it’s freedom or death...

ISBN | 9781783220083

**Gladiator**

Captured when his tribe resist the Roman invaders, a young fighter is taken from Britain to Rome as a prisoner of war.

ISBN | 9781783220090

**Pirate**

In *Pirate*, life aboard a 17th-century pirate ship sailing the Caribbean is described by a young pirate in all its gruesome detail!

ISBN | 9781783225149

**Vietnam**

In 1965, American troops were sent to fight a war in Vietnam. Many Americans, however, did not agree with the war. In *Vietnam*, one young US soldier faces the horror of this conflict.

ISBN | 9781783225132

**Tail Gunner**

This story is about a young WWII tail gunner on a night-time sortie over Germany.

ISBN | 9781783220113
Right Now!

Dee Phillips

*Right Now!* is a series of 40-page stories, containing no more than 600 words each, that are intended for striving readers who struggle with traditional classroom fiction. The gripping realism of each story draws the reader in and the endings are ambiguous, prompting students to debate what's next in a series of activities designed to explore the subject further.

- Accessible page-turning reads in an unpatronising package
- Colourful graphics and cutting-edge design
- Developed with Lorraine Petersen, former Chief Executive of NASEN

Extent 48pp | Price £6.99

---

**Right Now!**

**BLAST**

**DARE**

**GOAL**

**JOYRIDE**

**DUMB**

**SCOUT**

**FIGHT**

**MIRROR**

**EJECT**

**GOODBYE**

**HEART**

---

**ISBN | 9781783220014**

**UY 2.0**

**ISBN | 9781783220021**

**UY 1.7**

**ISBN | 9781783220038**

**UY 2.0**

**ISBN | 9781783220007**

**UY 1.7**

**ISBN | 9781783220496**

**UY 1.8**

**ISBN | 9781783220489**

**UY 2.0**

**ISBN | 9781783220526**

**UY 2.0**

**ISBN | 9781783220070**

**UY 1.7**

**ISBN | 9781783220519**

**UY 2.0**

**ISBN | 9781783220533**

---
On Target is a series of short novels that doesn’t short-change on drama, pace, quality of writing or style. Ideal for readers who may find traditional teen novels too daunting, but who still crave the excitement of clever plot lines, well-rounded characters and fast-paced writing.

- Range of genres from horror and science fiction to contemporary thrillers and historical dramas
- Short chapters and low word counts (3,000 – 6,000 words)
- Easy-to-read font and exciting topics

Extent 64pp | Price £6.99

---

Catherine Johnson
ISBN | 9781783220823

Dennis Hamley
ISBN | 9781783220854

Alex Stewart
ISBN | 9781783220830

Anne Rooney
ISBN | 9781783220847
Respect
Class 10B has a new teacher. He talks to his students about personal things. About his fears and his sorrow. But also that he’s afraid of being bullied. The class love their teacher for his honesty. It even makes them want to talk about their own feelings. Because isn’t everyone afraid of being bullied?

ISBN | 9781783226290

Anger Issues
Yung doesn’t feel at home at his new school in London. He is being bullied often. Fortunately, he made friends with the beautiful Maisie. But what happens when Maisie doesn’t think he’s cool any more?

ISBN | 9781783225880

Offside
Mason has the most amazing life. He is a great footballing talent. And he has a gorgeous girlfriend. But suddenly, Mason is struck down with a terrible disease. And everything changes...

ISBN | 9781783225897
14 - The Time of Your Life is a series about 14-year-olds. These teenagers live in a different time. Or a different place. What is it like to be fourteen in the slave era? In World War II? Or in the Roman Empire?

Extent 96 – 114pp | Price: £11.99 | Hardback

Fleeing from Saint Petersburg
Russia, 1917. Michail lives with his parents and sisters in Saint Petersburg. They play in the tsar’s palace and have a wonderful life. But then the Russian Revolution begins. Suddenly they are no longer safe in the city. The family flees – but without Michail’s father. Will they ever see each other again?

ISBN | 9781783226399

Roman Twins
Rome, the first century CE. The Twins Gaius and Julia are fourteen years old. Gaius has to choose between continuing his schooling, joining the army or working with his father. Julia is preparing herself for marriage. But nothing goes the way Gaius and Julia had expect it to go...

ISBN | 9781783226382

Born a Slave
Their grandmother is a slave, their mother is a slave. And the 14-year-old twins Kwasi and Maisa are also slaves. In this book, three generations talk about experiencing slavery as a teenager. Stories of misery, sorrow and pain. But also stories of courage, love and family.

ISBN | 9781783226252
Timeliners

Timeliners is a historical series that sends the reader back into history! Each exciting book brings the past alive by linking key events to a fast-paced narrative.

- A combination of real events and people with exciting fictional narrative
- Wonderful line drawings in the style of the period in which the book is set
- Short chapters that encourage further reading and make this series ideal for reading alone

Extent 48pp | Price £6.99

The Lady of the Mercians
ISBN | 9781783225927

Athens is Saved!
ISBN | 9781783225491

Dear Mum, I Miss You!
ISBN | 9781783225606

Beware The King!
ISBN | 9781783225590

Down with the Romans!
ISBN | 9781783225477

At the Edge of the World
ISBN | 9781783226313

William – the Conqueror!
ISBN | 9781783225378

We Are The First Emperor!
ISBN | 9781783226023
PLEASE HELP, MISS NIGHTINGALE!

Little brother. But Judoc, the sinister druid, is on their trail, everything—even their lives. Somehow the cruel King has to be brought to justice. He must be forced to sign a

THE MYSTERY OF THE STONES

The exciting storytelling of Stewart Ross brings this thrilling adventure to life. Background information and mysterious Token and escapes into the forest with her band of nurses, determined to help the British soldiers wounded in the Crimean War. When she first

STEWART ROSS

Ssink the Armada! begins in Spain with the Duke of Medina-Sidonia receiving a most unwelcome letter. What If the Bomb Goes off? when Bill suggests a Special Mission to hunt for spies, they are trapped beside an enormous unexploded bomb, including a sticksman Lord Streona?

Ssink the Armada!

What If the Bomb Goes off?

The Romans are Coming!

Son of Sparta

Find King Alfred

Viking Conquest!

Finest Pharaoh of All

Long Live Mary Queen of Scots

Please Help Miss Nightingale

The Romans are Coming!

The Romans are Coming!

Viking Conquest!

Son of Sparta

Find King Alfred

Long Live Mary Queen of Scots

Please Help Miss Nightingale

The Romans are Coming!

Viking Conquest!

Son of Sparta

Find King Alfred

Long Live Mary Queen of Scots

Please Help Miss Nightingale
Fiction Express

The Fiction Express range of books offers action-packed, fast-paced stories. Children around the world voted to decide the plot of each chapter.

Price £6.99

Fiction Express books have been carefully graded into four categories, according to reading age:

- **Purple** Fiction Express books are for children of reading age 6+
- **Orange** Fiction Express books are for children of reading age 8+
- **Red** Fiction Express books are for children of reading age 9+
- **Blue** Fiction Express books are for children of reading age 10+

In this latest adventure in the Time Detectives series, Joe and Maya travel back to ancient Egypt to solve a new mystery. A precious jewel has been stolen from King Tutankhamun, and he believes he is cursed. They must try to work out who the real thief might be and exactly why the boy king is so sick.

Will they uncover the secret of Tutankhamun's lost treasure and lift the king's curse?

THE TALE OF TUTANKHAMUN'S TREASURE

Alex Woolf

Fiction Express interactive e-books are published in gripping weekly episodes online. Readers vote each week to determine where the plot goes next.

Visit the website for more details: www.fictionexpress.co.uk

Also from the Fiction Express collection:

- Simon Cheshire
  - ISBN | 9781783225965
- Cavan Scott
  - ISBN | 9781783225958
- Alex Woolf
  - ISBN | 9781783225972
- Andrew G Taylor
  - ISBN | 9781783225989
- Jan Burchett & Sara Vogler
  - ISBN | 9781783225996
- Jo Franklin
  - ISBN | 9781783226009
- Alex Woolf
  - ISBN | 9781783226016
- Tommy Donbavand
  - ISBN | 9781783226023
THE TIME DETECTIVES

The Disappearance of Danny Doyle

Alex Woolf

When the Time Detectives, Joe and Maya, stumble upon an old house in the middle of a wood, its occupant has a sad and strange tale to tell. Michael was evacuated to Dorset during World War II with his twin brother, Danny. While there, Danny mysteriously disappeared and was never heard from again.

Can Joe and Maya succeed where the police failed, journey back to 1941 and trace Danny Doyle?

Fiction Express interactive e-books are published in gripping weekly episodes online. Readers vote each week to determine where the plot goes next.

Visit the website for more details: www.fictionexpress.co.uk

Also from the Fiction Express collection:

UK £6.99

ISBN 978 1 78322 458 6

THE SCHOOL FOR SUPERVILLAINS

Louie Stowell

Mandrake DeVille is heading to St Luthor’s School for Supervillains, where a single act of kindness lands you in the detention pit, and only lying, cheating bullies get top marks. On paper, Mandrake’s a model student: her parents are billionaire supervillains, and she has superpowers. The trouble is, Mandrake secretly wants to save the world, not destroy it.

Fiction Express interactive e-books are published in gripping weekly episodes online. Readers vote each week to determine where the plot goes next.

Visit the website for more details: www.fictionexpress.co.uk

Also from the Fiction Express collection:

UK £6.99

ISBN 978 1 78322 457 9

THE MYSTERY OF MADDIE MUSGROVE

Alex Woolf

When Joe Smallwood goes to stay with his Uncle Theo and cousin Maya life seems very dull, until he finds a strange smartphone nestling beside a gravestone. The phone enables Joe and Maya to become time-travelling detectives and takes them on an exciting adventure back to Victorian times.

Can they prove maidservant Maddie Musgrove’s innocence?

Can they save her from the gallows?

Maddie Musgrove

Born 1st March 1827

Died 26th August 1840

By thy deeds shall ye be judged

Madeleine Musgrove

Born 1st March 1827

Died 26th August 1840

By thy deeds shall ye be judged

THE SCHOOL FOR SUPERVILLAINS

Louie Stowell

SAINT LUTHOR’S

ISBN 978 1 78322 460 9
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Remy Brunel loves her life in the circus – riding elephants, practising tightrope tricks and dazzling audiences. But when two new magicians arrive at the circus, everyone is wary of them. What exactly are they up to? What secrets are they trying to hide? Should Remy and her new friend Matthias trust them?

Fiction Express interactive e-books are published in gripping weekly episodes online. Readers vote each week to determine where the plot goes next. Visit the website for more details: www.fictionexpress.co.uk

Also from the Fiction Express collection:

UK £6.99
ISBN 978 1 78322 457 9
ISBN 978 1 78322 460 9
ISBN 978 1 78322 458 6
ISBN 978 1 78322 469 2

Sharon Gosling
ISBN | 9781783225460

Marie-Louise Jensen
ISBN | 9781783224579

Stewart Ross
ISBN | 9781783225521

Barry Hutchison
ISBN | 9781783225408
Bad Boyz

Alan Durant

Bad Boyz follows the exploits of seven football-mad kids as they attempt to win the Little League Cup and go on tour to France! Are you always getting detentions? Do you like playing football? Do you live next door to Bob? If the answer to the first two questions is yes, then Bad Boyz is the team for you! (If the answer to question three is yes, then can he have his ball back, please?)

• Accessible, original fiction by a leading author
• Short sentences & chapters, easy-to-read font and clean design
• Ideal for less able or reluctant readers with a passion for football

Extent 50pp | Price £6.99

Kicking Off
They’re bad, but are they any good? Take seven children (six boys and a girl) who are always in trouble. Add a teacher who offers to form them into a football team in the local Little League. What do you get? Bad Boyz!

ISBN | 9781783224456

Leagues Apart
United they stand, divided they fall? Bad Boyz are starting their first season in the Appleton Little League. They look good in their new strip and they’re playing well. But trouble is never far away and a falling-out threatens to pull the team apart....

ISBN | 9781783224463

K.O. Kings
Bad Boyz are one of the favourites to win the Appleton Little League Cup. But then trouble strikes in the shape of goalie Kyle’s dad. And now something’s up with skipper Dareth too. Is this a K.O. for Bad Boyz cup dreams?

ISBN | 9781783224470

Barmy Army
As Appleton Little League champions, Bad Boyz have been invited to take part in a mini-tournament in France. Everyone’s very excited – except Sadiq. What will Bad Boyz make of France – and what will France make of them?

ISBN | 9781783224487

MY 3,9

MY 4,4

MY 4,5

MY 4,6
World Tales

• Well-known stories from around the world, retold in simple English
• Bold illustrations, rich in colour and packed with traditional designs from the Middle East
• For the first time these tales have been published in an easy-to-read format

Extent 72pp | Price £7.99

Nasreddin Hodja

Tales of the Turkish Trickster

Nasreddin Hodja stories were spread by word of mouth. Today, these stories are told over a vast geographic area extending from East Turkmenistan to Hungary and from Southern Siberia to North Africa and have been translated into many languages. This title contains a selection of the best-known stories including tales about how Hodja deals with his wife’s hot soup, a thirsty village and a thief in the night.

ISBN  |  9781783225422

Anansi the Spider

A West African God

The story of Anansi the Spider originates from the Ashanti people of Ghana and is one of the best-known of the tales they took with them when they were taken captive during the slave trade. In the Caribbean, Anansi is often celebrated as a symbol of slave resistance and survival. Anansi is a rogue, a mischief-maker, and a wise but lovable creature who triumphs over larger foes.

ISBN  |  9781783225415
Level 1: Robins
The stories don't exceed 50 words and are ideal for first readers, covering a range of genres including humour and fantasy, rhyming stories and stories from a range of cultures supporting literacy requirements at foundation stage.

Level 2: Redstarts
Written in consultation with reading specialists, Redstarts are fun rhyming stories for young children just beginning to read.
Level 3: Magpies

Magpies provide a range of stories using high frequency words, repetition and rich language for children who are starting to enjoy reading.


Level 4: Swifts

A series of short, colourfully illustrated fiction for newly independent readers. Very new readers might tackle a chapter at a time, while more independent readers would be happy to read a complete story in one sitting.

Level 5: Skylarks

Skylarks is a series of fiction books, divided into chapters, which cover a wide range of genres from adventure, humour and fairy tale to fantasy, mystery and science fiction. Each story comprises approximately 2,000 words, broken into 7 or 8 chapters and illustrated in full colour with a range of artwork styles, with one or two images per spread. This series will take young independent readers into ‘real books’.


Julia Williams ISBN | 9781783220434
Enid Richemont ISBN | 9781783220441
Mick Gowar ISBN | 9781783220793
Kathryn White ISBN | 9781783220458
Karen Wallace ISBN | 9781783221820
Louise John ISBN | 9781783221844
Karen Wallace ISBN | 9781783220809
Pauline Francis ISBN | 9781783220786
Alan Durant ISBN | 9781783221851
Louise John ISBN | 9781783221837
Penny Dolan ISBN | 9781783220465
Jill Atkins ISBN | 9781783220298
Outstanding Children’s Books That Help You Discover The World Around You
Anita Ganeri retells the traditional stories of world religion festivals with her usual sensitivity and gift for drawing children into the narrative.

Exquisite watercolour illustrations breathe warmth and life into the story. Suggestions for activities are included in every book, as well as special recipes that children will enjoy trying out.
A series of richly illustrated stories from each of the six main faith traditions.

- Each title contains 7–10 stories, carefully chosen in association with experts from that faith
- Illustrative styles reflect the faith traditions
- Fact boxes give further information
- Also includes colour photographs
Families and their Faiths

Families and their Faiths is a first introduction to cultures and faiths around the world. Each book focuses on a young child and is narrated by a grandparent.

- Stunning photographs taken on-location as the photographer and author lived with the local communities.
- Notes for parents and teachers.
- A contribution from the sale of each book is given back to the communities featured.

Free teacher resources on the authors' website: www.hckidsbooks.com
Feelings

This warm and sensitive series is about feelings and emotions, with an emphasis on expressing – and learning to manage – these feelings.

- Activities at the back of the book provide opportunities for picture matching, trying out sign-language and role play.
- Lovely bright illustrations and photographs throughout.
- Large format is ideal for sharing.
This gentle introduction to how our lives are organised according to time makes a perfect starting point for introducing this core concept.

- Times of the day, times of the year and the passing of time are all explored.
- A ‘window on the world’ feature shows children what is happening at different times of the day for other people.
**Side by Side**

*Side by Side* is a fabulous new series which deals with dramatic and significant events in young children's lives. Wonderful, sensitive pictures are sure to appeal to small children trying to cope with difficult situations.

- Ideal for parents to share with their young children to dispel their fears.
- Reassuring message means these books will be revisited again and again.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foundation-KS1</th>
<th>32 pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250x250 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pbk £7.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ann de Bode & Rien Broere**

- *I Don’t Like the Dark!*
  978-1-78388-003-4
- *I Miss You, Grandad*
  978-1-78388-004-1
- *Can You Make Me Better?*
  978-1-78388-001-0
- *I Can’t Find You, Mum!*
  978-1-78388-002-7
- *I Still Love You, Dad*
  978-1-78388-005-8
- *Leave Me Alone!*
  978-1-78388-000-3
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